
 

 
 

Notice Number:   DF 1601                                   Supersedes:   None 
 

“SAFETY DIRECTIVE 
 
Date of Notice:   26/12/2016    mm/dd/yyyy       
 
Date Notice takes effect:  26/12/2016     mm/dd/yyyy  
 
Limitations for Completion: Only Bailey Moyes Dragonfly Aircraft   
 
Make and Model of the affected LSA:  Pitman Air LLC,   Dragonfly 582/912 Aircraft SLSA and ELSA  
 
Serial Numbers of the known affected LSA:  PA-912 126 & PA-912-127 have Batch “E” Leading Edges 
and any other Dragonfly Aircraft with Batch “E” Leading Edges which were not Manufactured by 
Pitman Air LLC should also be inspected.  Prior Experimental Dragonfly Aircraft and other batches may 
also be affected. 
 
NOTE: We discovered this anomaly when load testing for 1200# Gross Weight, and the leading edge broke at 
about 6 G’s for 950#. There has been no known incident of a wing breaking here before. 
 
When Corrective Action must take place: ASAP   (As Soon As Possible) 
 
Description of Correction Action:  Check to verify Wing Leading Edge Tubes have no space where the 
inner sleeves, (2 ¼” OD 0.049” Wall, meet at 21 ½” in from inboard end Leading Edge. 
 
Who is Qualified to perform Corrective Action:  LSRM (Light Sport Repairman Maintenance Rating) or 
A&P with appropriate skills.  
 
NOTE:  Always use proper Personal Protective Equipment and Safe Guards required by OSHA and/or your 
State or local Safety Authority. 
 
Tools Required for Inspection:   

a) Standard ¾” wide retractable steel measuring tape with good end that holds the tape at Zero 
Location. Tape should have square corners that will grab the 0.049” tube ends. 

b) A Milwaukee Inspection camera from Home Depot can also be used.  Confirm you can return the 
camera if not happy with the performance. 

 
Instructions for Completion of inspection:   
 



Read through all steps before beginning work, to make sure you have clear understanding of the entire 
process. 
 

1)  To Inspect your leading edges it is NOT necessary to remove wings.  Open Gap Cover that is velcro’d 
between wings so leading edge tubes are exposed on lower side of leading edge tube. Mark the 
underside of measuring tape at the 21 ½” point, because you may not be able to read the tape while 
doing this.  As straight as possible, insert tape along lower side of leading edge tube, to try to get tape 
end to catch the junction of the inner sleeves. To do this you need to keep measuring tape straight.  The 
end should catch the ends of inner sleeves tubes at 21 ½” in or up to an inch or more so beyond if there 
is a gap.  If by pulling it out it catches the inboard 2 ¼” sleeve, slowly push it in to hit the outboard 2 ¼” 
sleeve.  If there is a gap you should be able to detect the gap.  Record gap distance that is the space 
between these tubes.   

2) If the tape feels the connection of these 2 tubes at 21 ½” but does not catch the inner tube or outboard 
tube, they may be tight.  You should only be able to feel this bump at 21 ½” in.   

3) If no gap is detected, there is no need for repair.  Please report your findings to Pitman Air LLC. 
 
SPECIAL NOTE:  If a gap is detected, Contact Pitman Air LLC with gap size of each wing. 
 
Tools Required for Repair:   
 

a) Drill motor (cordless is good) 
b) Unibit (Step Drill) that has deep steps from ¼” & 3/8”  (Harbor Freight, Ace Hardware, etc.) 
c) Drift Punch or something like that, which will fit inside ¼” ID Tube and when bottomed out has 

rounded Flare to upper part of punch.  This will be used to make the replacement compression 
sleeve flare outward.  (Harbor Freight, Ace Hardware, etc.) 

d) Hammers,  Small sledge hammer (Single Jack) and a large ball peen hammer of at least 10 ounces.  
(Harbor Freight, Ace Hardware, etc.) 

e) 2 folding tables that can hold the weight of wing, with blankets for padding to place wing on, 
during repair.  (Home Depot etc..) 

f) Calipers for measuring.  (Harbor Freight, Ace Hardware, etc.) 
 
Parts Needed:  (Supplied by Pitman Air LLC)  
2 ¼” inner sleeve long enough to make contact with outboard inner sleeve. 
New 3/8” OD 0.058” 6061T6 compression sleeve approx. 2 5/8” long. 
 
Repairing Leading Edge only if there is a gap. 
 
NOTE: Do not pull more than 2 G’s until making repair. 
 
The repair will require the removal of the affected wing or wings (Section 20 of Maintenance Manuals by 
Pitman Air LLC that can be found online at www.pitmanair.com /dragonfly ) that need repair.  In an area not 
exposed to winds, place small ladder with padding under wing that will remain on aircraft to insure the plane 
does not tip over.  912 aircraft can usually stand with only one wing.  But it is best not to take a chance. 
 
Place removed wing on a pair of large sturdy tables with blankets or moving pads to protect wing. 
 
Remove Bolt #13 and move compression strut inward to gain access to ¼” nut on bolt #11and cable tang.  
Remove Bolt # 11 and channel bracket. Some wings may require removing Phillips Head Screw that holds sail 
tight. 
 
On Leading Edge Tube (DFA 002) ONLY.  Use Unibit (3/8” notch only) to drill out flanges of compression 
sleeve that is flared into leading edge, just deep enough to release the sleeve ( Compression Sleeve is used to 



attach wing to aircraft). Insert ¼” section and use 3/8’ step to remove flange and just deep enough to get 
through Flares but only enough to get flare to release.  Use caution to not increase the size of holes in Spar tubes 
( 2 3/8” and 2 ¼” tubes ) because the new compression sleeve should fit snug in the 3/8” holes.  
 
When compression sleeve and Bolt #11 are removed, the 2 ¼” inner sleeve should slide out easily.  Push the 
new 2 ¼” tube in and mark where to cut it to be flush with outer tube and accurately mark the location of 2 - 
3/8” holes & 2 – ¼”holes to be drilled.  It is safest to mark and drill one side then put the compression sleeve 
and/or bolt in far enough to mark the opposite side for drilling.  Put the drilled and cut to length replacement 2 
1/4” tube in position and insert 1/4" bolt to help hold it, still  loose.  Then insert 3/8” compression sleeve so it 
passes through with equal amounts out on both sides.  Use the drift punch to flare one end while backing the 
opposite side with sledge hammer, making sure to keep compression sleeve centered, with equal amounts of 
compression sleeve out on both sides.  Go back and forth to flare both ends evenly.  When they are flared about 
15 degrees on both ends.  Use sledge hammer for backing and smaller hammer to flatten both sides evenly 
going back and forth, end to end.  Finish flattening the flares enough to allow it to fit in wing bracket on root 
tube.  Use calipers to measure both inside of wing bracket on Root Tube and Compression Sleeve you flared. 
Flatten evenly on both sides, just enough to fit in wing bracket snugly. 
 
Put Channel bracket & cable tang back on bolt 11and tighten.  Use a large flat screw driver gently if needed to 
get alignment of holes in channel bracket and compression strut by lifting compression strut.  Don’t forget the 
black plastic saddle on the same side of strut tube as the trailing edge. 
 
Install wing back on aircraft as described in Pitman Air Dragonfly Maintenance Manual found online at 
www.pitmanair.com/dragonfly   . 
 
After completion, inspect all areas affected for proper installation and torques as specified in the current 
Maintenance Manual. 
 
NOTE: Logbook Entries: Must be made that show the successful completion of corrective action, who, what, 
whe, and parts used (including Safety Directive Number information), and from where they came, etc.  
 
Please notify Pitman Air LLC that the Anomaly has been corrected and by whom.  Copy of logbook entry is 
sufficient.           

 

http://www.pitmanair.com/dragonfly


 
 

Manual Drawing 16 attached next page 



 


